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A SINteenpuke sequence wiuch excites only fourquultum I~UILLWI~S
in multiplequantum

NMR

LSshown

to etve

good

SACUVI~Y 0” LWQmolecules. benzene and )r-butyl bronude. The behavioras pulsesequence parameters are vaned Is shown
to be consistent with coherent averaging theory. Advantages of this new sequcna Include much low=r duty cyda ad
shorter total duatmn than GUI be achievedwth previously used selecl~e sequences. Linutat~ons of this approach and ex-

tensIons to highquantum selectlvlty are dncussed.

Selective excitatron of h&quantum transitions m
systems has recently been shown theoretically [I] and expenmentally [2] to yield large signal
gains relative to standard non.selective techniques.
However,
the selective pulse sequences used in experiments to date have required thousands of pulses, so
that sample heating and pulse train instabdities are
serious problems. In addition, it would be &ftkult for
purely technical reasons to use such long sequences for
selective multiphoton pumping in other regimes of
spectroscopy.
In this letter we present experlmental evidence that
good selectinty can be achieved with much shorter
pulse sequences. We have found that sIxteen pulses are
suffiiclent to selectively excite M-quantum coherences
(k = 0, + I, 52, ..). The pulse sequence is given in fig. I.
In the top part of fig. 1 BI, represents a cyclic sequence
of pulses and delays of total duration Ar . The sequence
for%, is repeated n times, with each pulie phase
shifted by @= 2n/n before each repetition. Thus process, which is termed phase cycling [ 1,2], creates a sequence which is &quantum selective to lowest order
in coherent averaging theory [3,4] even if B(,, IS
totally non-selective. However, this does not imply
that the exact sequence for a,, is unimportant.
To
anisotropic
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minimize hrgh-order non-selective terms, I&, AT$ -Z

I is required; but multiplequantum operators do not
develop unless II Bc,A~,ll Z 1, where Wz is the spin
hamdtonian.

Thus, the key to good selectivity is to

use a pulse sequence whch has an effective hamdto~~ 119c,lle IIRJ.
Previous experiments have combmed LWOdlpolar
time reversmg sequences (separated by a short delay)
to produce ‘&. A simpler approach, which ISshown
at the bottom of fig. I, ISto use a dipolar lme narrow-

FY. 1. The sutteen PULW sequenceused to selectively exnte
four-quantumcoherences.Here$?forepresentsa WAHUHA

hne narrowing sequence, which etiminates thedip& ham&
totuan to fust order. The coherences evolve for a time I,, and
then are detected by repeatmg the+same sequence wlrh one
pulse added at the end (see ref. [ 11 for details).
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mgsequence suchas the fowpulse [3] sequence,For
clarrty the average hamiltonian of thrs subcycle sequence will be wntten with a smali h. Pure dipolar
interactions are suppressed m E(O)and g(t). Chemical
shift and resonance offset terms are not suppressed,
but these interactrons are generally much weaker than
the drpolar Interaction. The operator &f*)ISgiven by:

which can readily be shown to contain fourquantum
operators. There 1sa range of values for T (the short
delay between the pulses) such that lllac,,ll iz>ll@2)ll
B il81,,11, ll~~ll, and if Tis in this range a four-pulse
sequence can be used for 91, when fourqu~tum

selectionis desired.
Rg. 2 shows the effects

of varying T m one cycle
of 4kmquantum selection on ;1 sample of I3 wt% benzene
drssolved in Eastman liquid crystal no. 15320. As expected, small values of T gwe almost no signal, since
E(2) is proportions to T2.When T= 100 ps the se-

T =50 fisec
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quence is selective in all the irreducible representations;
the three pairs of ade peaks and large central transition coincide with the known line positions of all the
allowed fourqu~~m
transitions 151. As Tgrows
larger the selectivity is expected to fade away first in
the totally symmetric representatron (where ll91,zll
is largest) [ 11, and therefore the side peaks lose intensity. It is clear that only a narrow range of values of
T gives good selectivity, which is a consequence of
the strong dependence of 6t2) on the cycle time.
All the spins in oriented benzene have the same
chemical shift, so they can all be put on resonance to
minimize correction terms. This cannot be done WIUI
oriented n-butyl bromide, which has four inequrvalent
sets of nuclei. Nonetheless, two cycles of 4k-quantum
selection with T= 30~s produces mainly four-quantum
signal, as shown m fig. 3. Superior selectivity and srgnalenhancement might be produced by insertmg
echoink

180’ pulses in the middle

of each delay,

as

this would reduce the chemicalshift contribution.
Since i&2)has no operators with &If > 4, higherquantum selection must rely on higher correctron terms,
and therefore IS unhkely to the effective. It would

S&cle

WAHUHA

seqwue

T = 100 psec

FY. 2. Ihe erfeas on o~.nted benzene of varying the delay between pulses in fii. 1. As expected from coherent avera&, thwry
the value of T rscritical. The pulse width IS5 gs, so the duty cycle is very low442
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OrIented I-Bromobutone 4k-Quantum Selectton
Subcycle WAHUHA Sequence
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Qt. 3. The effectron

ormted n-bui~l bromide f~-bromobut3ne)of two cyclesof 4~quantum scl~tlon with T= 30 ~5, The range
of ehemicatshtfts in this molecule makesselection more dtfficult. since a WAHUHAsequencedoes nof ehmmze mar: tcnns. Nonetheless good sclectwlty can be achieved.

t&n be useful to try line narrowing sequences which
elevate the dtpolar h~dtom~
to higher order. For
example, the 72.pulse sequence of Burum and Rhun
[6] has 6-quantum operators m its leadmg dipolar
term j84), and thus would be a good candidate for
WO in a 6k-quantum selective sequence. The level of
compensation required in the line narrowing sequence
grows rapidly as the number of quanta increases, and
this wdl be a practical Iimitatlon to the technique.
Nonetheless, the advantages of very low duty cycles
and shorter total pulse sequence duration make the

use of line narrowingsequencesan attractive option
for low-quantumselection.
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